ABSTRACT
1.INTRODUCTION
Text Classification (also known as Document Classification, Text Categorization) is a common problem studied in Natural Language Processing. The idea is to identify a class or a group to which a particular "document" belongs to. The supervised form of this task requires the availability of "training data" -the data that can "train" a classifier to correctly identify the class of an unknown text -which is called the "test data". There are two variations in Text Classification: Single Label, binary and Multi label. If there are two classes involved, then it is called binary classification, if a single class is involved, then it is single label classification; if there are more classes involved then it is multi label classification. Paragraph level classification has gained due importance in many real world applications such as Text Document summarization, on line Essay scoring, sentiment analysis, etc, as information present online is mostly in the form of paragraphs. There is also a need to update these data regularly. The problem of finding the correct location to insert new updated information in a hierarchical text is quite a challenging task. Normally, the structure of a given document is hierarchically divided into sections, paragraphs and sentences. Hence finding the correct location to insert updated information takes due importance which can be done using paragraph classification. As mentioned in the Literature, Topic shift detection, discourse parsing, text segmentation etc may be treated as paragraph classification tasks. Essay assessing application requires processing text within paragraph, passage or whole document.
With this background, we have made a new attempt to analyze how paragraph level text classification works for the Kannada language using Naïve Bayesian and Naïve Bayesian Multinomial methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section-2 highlights the literature carried out in paragraph classification in particular and Text categorization in general. Section-2.2 describes how the corpus was prepared for use in this work. Section-3 discusses the methodology of our work. Section -4 is about Results and Discussion.
LITERATURE SURVEY
Text Classification is an important Natural Language Processing(NLP) application. Jayashree. 'Genre Based Paragraph for Sentiment Analysis' classification system for differentiating different paragraphs within movie reviews is the work carried out by Maite Taboada Et.al (2009).
We also had to do survey of Naïve Bayesian Multinomial models in literature since the suitability of this model to paragraph level classification was considered. Applications like sentiment analysis, student online essay scoring, ext summarization etc are predominant for the present information era. This prompted us to look at paragraph level text classification from the perspective of the classifiers.
CORPUS
A custom built corpus called TDIL(Technology for Development of Indian Languages) is a comprehensive Kannada text resource, which is developed by Central Institute of Indian Languages (CIIL). The text resource is manually categorized which makes it a ready source of data for this problem. Four classes of data collected, namely: Commerce, Social Sciences, Natural Sciences and Aesthetics. Cleaning up the data involved sentence separation and removing headings in the document.
The training data comprised of ~80% of the sentences in each class, and the rest of the sentences were set aside for test.
A total of 1791 paragraphs belonging to different category documents were used for the classification process. The table below shows the class wise distribution of paragraphs. 
METHODOLOGY

Naïve Bayes Multinomial
Presence or absence of words is an important point to be considered while characterizing documents. Treating this parameter as Boolean attribute helps in applying machine learning to paragraph classification. Naïve Baysian does not consider the number of occurrences of each word, which is potential information in determining the category of the document. Naïve Bayesian views document as bag of words with multiple occurrences of a word appearing multiple times. Hence word frequencies can be accommodated by applying a modified form of Naïve Bayes which is Naïve Bayes Multinomial.
If a document E belongs to category H , and n 1 ,n 2 ,n 3 …..n k is the number of times word 'i' occurs in the document and P 1 ,P 2 ,P 3 …P k is the probability of obtaining word 'i'. the probability of a document E given its class H is,
Where N =n 1 +n 2 +n 3 ……n k
Is the number of words in the document.
Dimensionality Reduction :
We have tried to look at the performance of the classifier using dimensionality reduction technique. This is because the size of the feature set has a significant impact on the time required for classification. The morphological richness of the Kannada language has led to the feature dimensions to be in the order of tens of thousands. For practical classification considerations, large amounts of training samples are required to train the classifier.
1)Using stopwords
The first approach for dimensionality reduction is identifying and eliminating stop words. Stop words do not hold any information about the class of the text. The function words of a language are usually identified as stop words. These words are considered as noise and are removed before the classification process. There is no standard stop word list available in the Kannada language. Hence, we sought the help of subject expert in Kannada for identifying stop words in our corpus manually.
The words were manually examined and following set of stop words was created for use in the classification process. Below is the list of stop words and their meaning in English. 
2) Using a restriction based on word occurrence
Removing words that occur in the data base only once would help in improving the performance of the classifier, as the time taken for classification is reduced. But it is evident from our results that, words which occur once may definitely matter to the document in deciding the category of the document, the amount of words that occur once is very large, which add unrealistic requirement to the training data.
In this work, the behaviour of the classifier for varying values of the minimum word occurrence requirement (m) is analyzed; the values being 2 to 5 and the evaluation measure for m = 1 is derived by fitting it on the curve using least squares method. The points are plotted on the graph in an excel sheet and a best fit curve is derived which makes it possible to interpolate and infer co-ordinates for other points . Figure 1 .1 shows that for m=6 or above the number of terms is too low to be considered. The word occurrence probability is given by the relation
Where is the probability vector of the characteristic word that belongs to every class .
To find the class that the text belongs to, the following relation must be maximized:
is the probability of text belonging to class is the sum of the class,
IV. METHODOLOGY
K-fold Cross Validation is used in this work for evaluation of the classifier performance. This technique involves splitting the document into K disjoint partitions and carrying out K rounds of testing with one of the partitions as the test set and the remaining as training. It is ensured that each partition is used as a test set only once
The parameters used to evaluate the classifier performance are: Precision (P), Recall (R)(also called as TP rate) and F-Score ( 
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The two models developed are evaluated against the test set using 10-fold cross (k= 10) Validation and the results are as shown. We have also compared the results obtained with that of the sentence level text classification. With decreasing 'm', the evaluation parameters show a significant rise, which shows the effect of the words that have low occurrence, have on classification. To estimate the impact if singleoccurrence words were included, the values from the table are used and the corresponding values for m = 1 are derived using best-fit regression.
Taking m=2, the class-wise breakup for the classification results is as shown: Taking M=2, the class-wise breakup for the classification results using Naïve Bayes multinomial is as shown: Error analysis in this case shows the confusion between the Natural Sciences and Commerce Classes and also Aesthetics and Commerce classes.
One important observation made in this work s that a paragraph may not have sufficient information to decide about the category, a classifier may behave poorly in such cases. The above paragraph belongs to category Commerce but does not contain key words belonging to commerce category, which may lead to possible misclassification since the information may pertain to different categories.
CONCLUSIONS
Error analysis indicated the fail points were due to paragraphs being neutral of the class, as there is a significant possibility of paragraphs belonging to multiple classes. Paragraphs may use neighbouring paragraphs to get the class information. This can be captured to increase the performance of the classifier.
The work can be made use of in customer reviews in Kannada blogs. It can also be used in extracting opinions in posted Kannada articles online.
High/low precision and high /low recall may be desirable for certain applications. Hence depending on the requirements of an application -whether it requires high precision/recall, the appropriate methods can be chosen.
